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6

Abstract7

In this work, a system able to monitor the crowd density detecting mobile phone8

communications through the analysis of the electromagnetic spectrum is proposed and9

experimentally assessed. The variations of the electromagnetic spectrum are collected with a10

low-cost spectrum analyzer, and a high gain log-periodic directive antenna (LPDA). The11

objective is to relate the spectral power density in a given frequency band to estimate the12

connections present and the number of people in a given area. In particular, a linear13

regression estimator, whose parameters have been calculated with the least square method14

modeled considering experimental data in a controlled environment, permits us to infer the15

number of customers detected on a given frequency band. The obtained experimental results16

demonstrated the efficacy of the method, which can be used not only to monitoring the17

number of people in a given scenario, but it also be used for commercial activities to detect18

the presence and pervasiveness of different mobile phone companies.19

20

Index terms— statistical analysis; electromagnetic spectrum analysis; spectrum analyzer21

1 Introduction22

n the last decade, there has been a growing interest in security applications and, in particular of techniques to23
crowd density estimations in critical areas such as airports, stadiums, supermarkets, and other aggregation areas24
(Singh et al., 2020; ??ahman et al., 2006;Ohmann et al., 2006; ??eimiane et al., 2020;Jeong et al., 2013). The25
most popular techniques aimed at detect crowds are based on image processing (Paulsen et al., 1997;Velastin,26
1994;Marana, 1997;Jarndal & Alnajjar, 2018), but they require video cameras, and infrastructures to correctly27
work (Paulsen et al., 1997). Other systems make use of acoustic sensors distributed in a given area like in28
(Zappatore et al., 2017). Other techniques make use of a radiofrequency identifier (RFID) tag (Weaver et al.,29
2013) or wearable dedicated electromagnetic sensors (Paine, 2008; Kulshrestha et al., 2020) that people must30
wear, so they are not suitable in a situation where individuals are not collaborative. Recently the great diffusion31
of mobile phones makes possible the development of methods to monitoring the crowd by using the signals emitted32
by phones (Heath et al., 1998;Hudec et al., 2005;Puscasiu et al., 2016), unfortunately, the mobile phone companies33
do not provide the information related to protecting the user’s privacy, and a direct localization of the users is34
impossible (Aziz & Bestak, 2018; Pinelli et a limited portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, and to increase35
the user and maximize the channel number, the companies make use of time and frequency domain multiplexing36
methods that make the localization and estimation of user number quite complex. In this work, a compact,37
light, and portable system, that does not require specific infrastructures such as cables, mechanical supports,38
or dedicated computational resources is proposed. This system is based on the analysis of the electromagnetic39
spectrum by using a spectrum analyzer (SA) (Bertocco et al., 2006) to calculate the power spectrum density on40
the whole mobile phone channels used by mobile phone companies. In particular, despite the limited number41
of mobile radio channels, when lots of users have connected, the power spectrum density increase. The goal is42
to found a relation between the user’s number and the power spectrum density deriving a specific model based,43
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5 A) SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

in particular, the simple linear regression model ??Kutner, 2005;Afifi et al, 1967; ??ahmud et al., 2010), is44
considered, and its parameters are derived by mean of a set of measurements in controlled environments. The45
proposed system not only permits to estimate of the crowd density in a given area but also makes it possible to46
evaluate the number of users for each mobile company providing their diffusion in a given urban area, and from a47
marketing point of view, this is a great advantage. The manuscript is organized as follows: Section II introduces48
the description of different mobile phone standards and the mathematical formulation for the regression model.49
Section III reports the system calibration and a selected set of experimental results related to real scenarios.50
Finally, Section IV concludes.51

2 II.52

3 Mathematical Formulation53

In the following, a brief description of how the electromagnetic spectrum is used by the different mobile standards54
is reported. In particular, in mobile networks, and Absolute Radio-Frequency Channel number -ARFCN is used55
to identify a pair of physical radio carriers that are used for transmission and reception in a mobile radio system;56
one carrier is associated with the uplink channel, the other to the downlink one. In GSM (2G technology),57
uplink and downlink channels are identified by ARFCN. With the time-based component Time-Division Multiple58
Access -TDMA (Robert & Barra, 2001), physical channel in GSM is defined by a specific ARFCN and a relative59
time slot. The proposed system does not consider 2G technology because it is obsolete and almost completely60
non-used. The system considers 3G and 4G technologies because they are the most diffused and used nowadays.61
In UMTS for third and fourth generations, ARFCN has been replaced with UARFCN and EARFCN, which62
are simpler and always have a direct relationship between the frequency and the associated channel number. A63
UARFCN -UTRA ARFCN, where UTRA stands for UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access, is used to identify a pair of64
frequency channels as in 2G but in the UMTS frequency bands, the same for EARFCN. Tab I shown the channels65
dedicated to the different standards, while Table ??I details the channel number and the bandwidth associated66
with each mobile company. Every channel has a bandwidth of about 5 MHz. To measure the channel’s power67
devoted to mobile communication, a digital spectrum analyzer (DSA) and a broadband log periodic antenna68
(LPDA) were used. In particular, the DSA integrates the fast Fourier transformer (FFT) samples in the whole69
frequency spectrum measured by DAS considering the following relation:?? ??? ?? = ? 10 ?????? ?ð�??”ð�??”70
?????????? ??? ?? +?? ?ð�??”ð�??”? 10 ?? ?? =0 ???? (1)71

where WB is the window bandwidth, and it is equivalent to the noise bandwidth of the resolution bandpass72
filter of the DSA, ch n = {n = 1, 2, 8, 7, 20, 32, 38} is the band number related to the different standard, ?f is73
the resolution of the SDA video filter, FFT(f) is the spectral power measured at frequency f and it is expressed74
in dBm and M is the number of samples of the FFT. When connections will increase also the channel’s power75
increases; consequently, it is worth noticing that the channels number is limited, and they are used using time and76
frequency multiplexing techniques to increase the user’s number. The measure of total spectrum power ??????77
= ?? ?? ??? ?? ??={1,3,7,8,20,32,38}78

? can provide an estimation of customers connected x. In particular, the goal is to find a model able to79
describe the relationship between the total power spectrum versus the user’s number ??????{??}. The model80
can be described with the dependent variable ??????{??} and the independent variable ?? , since we are dealing81
with two quantitative variables, it is possible to consider a simple linear regression model ??Kutner, 2005; ??fifi82
et al., 2005 ?? Mahmoud et al., 2004) expressed by the following relation:??????(??) = ?? 0 + ?? 1 ?? + ??(2)83

where ?? 0 and ?? 1 are the predicted value of the total power spectrum when ?? 0 = 0 and the regression84
coefficient, respectively. The two coefficients ?? 0 and ?? 1 can be easily estimated by using the ordinary least85
square (OLS) as follows:?? 0 = ? ?????? ? ? ?? ?? 2 ? ?? ? =1 ? ?? ?? ?? ? =1 ? ?? ? ?????? ? ?? ? =1 ?? ?86
=1 ?? ? ?? ?? 2 ??? ?? ? ?? ? =1 ? 2 ?? ? =1 (3) ?? 1 = ?? ? ?? ?? ?????? ? ?? ?? ?? ?? ? =1 ? ?????? ?87
?? ? =1 ?? ? =1 ?? ? ?? ?? 2 ??? ?? ? ?? ? =1 ? 2 ?? ? =1 (4)88

Where H is the total number of measured samples, thanks to relations (2), (3), and (4), it is now possible to89
relate the number of users versus the total power spectrum measured with the spectrum analyzer.90

4 Calibration and Experimental Assessment of the System91

In this section, the calibration and experimental assessment of the proposed system are carried out. First of92
all, a set of measurements has been done to estimate the coefficients of the linear regression model. Then a93
measurement campaign is carried out in a realistic scenario.94

5 a) System Description95

The system is composed of a handheld digital spectrum analyzer SpecMini (Transcom Instruments Company),96
with a frequency range 9KHz-6.0GHz, sensitivity -168dBm, and a resolution bandwidth from 10Hz up to 5MHz.97
A broadband directional log periodic antenna SPM-AS100 with a frequency band from 700MHz -6GHz, a gain98
G=5 dBi and an antenna factor of 26-41 dBi. The antenna is quite directive, with a main beam aperture angle of99
about 7 degrees. The SA is equipped with an android operative system and a WIFI card to record and transmit100
the data. A photo of the device is reported in Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 reports the antenna beam patterns for101
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different frequencies. The beam pattern reported in Fig. 2 demonstrates the good directivities capabilities of the102
considered LPDA. Thanks to the short angular aperture of the LPDA main beam, it is possible to steer it by103
using a suitable mechanical pedestal to properly delimit a given area; at the same time it permits to limit or to104
completely remove (especially in the backside direction) the interfering signals produced by unwanted repeaters105
or radiofrequency generators. It is worth noticing that the spectrum analyzer can correctly identify the channels106
of each specific mobile phone companies assuring the mitigation of interfering effects produced by unwanted107
electromagnetic sources. As it can be noticed the proposed system is compact, light, and easily transportable,108
it does not require specific infrastructures such as cables, mechanical supports, or dedicated computational109
resources. To be operative you have only to place the SA and steer the main beam of the LPDA, along the area110
under investigation.111

6 b) Calibration112

To derive the coefficients mandatory to implement the linear regression model, a set of measurements considering113
several users have been carried on, in particular, a different number of users have been activated and the power114
spectrum measured by using the handheld digital spectrum analyzer specmini and the LPDA antenna. In115
particular, the experiments considered up to 100 users with mobile phones of different companies. In the following,116
a selected set of the measured spectrum has been reported for different standards and user numbers. The measured117
spectrum for one and two users connected with 3G and 4G standards are reported in the following. Figs. 2 (a)118
and (b) represent the measured spectrum used to download or loading some contents such as video or music;119
in particular in Fig. 2 (a) can be observed a peak at 902.6 MHz, which is presented by the service provider as120
an uplink channel, while in 2 (b) the frequency peak is located at 1977.6 MHz, also in this case declared by the121
service provider as the uplink channel.122

The data reported in Figs. 2 (a) and (b) indicated that the bandwidth is 5 MHz as expected.123
For the sake of comparisons, Figs. The measured bandwidth is about 10 MHz. Fig. 3 (b) reports the124

measured spectrum when two users with 4G standards are connected. The channels are centered at 902.6MHz125
(uplink channel), and the bandwidth is higher concerning the previous measures related to single users reported126
in Figs. 2 (a) and (b).For the sake of completeness, the measurements obtained with 3, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 100 users127
are reported in Figs. ?? (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) respectively. As it can be noticed from the electromagnetic128
spectrum measurements reported in Figs. 5 when the number of users increases and the channels are filled129
to guarantee the connectivity of users, the Time-Division Multiple Access -TDMA (Robert & Barra, 2001) is130
activated, at each user is associated given time-slots and consequently the signal variation increase as well as131
the power spectrum intensity. This is quite evident in Figs. ??c),(d) and (e),(f) respectively. At the end of132
measurement, the mandatory information for the estimation of correlation coefficients is available. In particular,133
the obtained correlation coefficients are reported in Fig. 6 and used in the linear regression model expressed134
by relation (2). In this section, the proposed system has been experimentally assessed in realistic environments.135
In particular, the measurement campaign has been done in the University library and canteen/bar. The first136
scenario concerns the University library, the SA and the antenna are placed in the outdoor courtyard of the137
university library, the main beam of the LPDA antenna was steer to cover the whole library building and avoid138
interfering signals coming from other users in particular, in the back direction of the main antenna beam. All139
mobile phones make use of a nearby base station (BS) to manage the various phases from the beginning to the140
end the communication. If the BS signal is strong enough to be received and interpreted by the mobile phone,141
this means that it is under the coverage of the base station. Usually, in urban areas, there are different base142
stations aimed the cover a limited amount of space called cells. The mobile phone will connect with the BS143
characterized with the stronger signal. The base station signals present in the scenarios under investigation are144
always active, and their signals are measured and taken into account, as background noise, by the spectrum145
analyzer. The spectrum analyzer is programmed to record the electromagnetic spectra continuously for 24 hours.146
The data are elaborated directly by the SA that estimates the power spectrum distribution considering all the147
mobile phone channels.148

Then the linear regression model is considered to estimate the user’s number belonging to the library. Fig. 4149
reports the user number versus time estimated with the linear regression model. The data are reported in the150
graph every half hour for the whole measurement campaign. As it can be noticed, before the library opening,151
no signals are detected. Then when the library opens at 8 AM, students will arrive, the signal increase like the152
user number. Then during the lunch interval between 12 and 14, the students leave the library for the university153
canteen, and as it can be noticed from the data of Fig. 4, the user’s number decrease. The students increase after154
lunch, reaching an estimated maximum value of about 250 students in the afternoon. Users number decrease up155
to zero after half past 18 when the university library close. To obtain the ground truth, an operator counted156
the incoming students, the error between estimated and measured user number was less than 10%. As can be157
noticed, the most and least widespread companies are Vodafone and Iliad, respectively as expected since Iliad is158
a very young company up to now with a low diffusion on the market. In the next experiment, the system has159
been placed near the university canteen and bar. Also, in this experiment, the measurement campaign was of 24160
hours. Fig. 6, similarly to Fig. 4, reports the estimated user number versus time.161

The student’s number increases immediately when the bar opens, for breakfast, then the user number decrease,162
and it reaches again a maximum value during the lunchtime. We can observe that the maximum number of163
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7 CONCLUSION

users in the canteen corresponds with the minimum number of users in the library as expected. Also, in this164
experiment, the company distribution has been estimated and reported in Fig. ??; in this experiment, the165
most widespread company was Vodafone. However, we observed a high number of TIM users as expected since166
it is the company adopted by the university staff. An operator counted the number of people in the canteen167
and bar to obtain the ground truth, the error was about 15% for all the considered scenarios. For the sake of168
completeness, the error versus elapsed time is reported for the two considered experimental scenarios in Figs. 11169
(a) and (b), respectively. Although this method is suitable for indoor as well as realistic outdoor scenarios, some170
considerations concerning the presence of obstacles are mandatory. In particular, considering outdoor scenarios171
in rural areas, trees and leaves are the major causes of radio signal attenuation, while in urban areas, buildings,172
cars and buses produce attenuation and also multipath fading propagation phenomena. Due to these effects, the173
operative range of the systems is reduced to a limited area such as squares or small buildings like the university174
bar/canteen courtyard. Concerning indoor scenarios, the obstacles are represented by walls and furnishing. The175
main attenuation problems are due of bricks’ walls, while furnishing, drywall, and normal concrete walls do not176
create big attenuation problems. The system can easily operate in rooms with shelves and furnishing such as the177
university library and classrooms. Of course, in wellshielded indoor locations such as cellars or garages where178
the electromagnetic signal of mobile phones is stopped by reinforced concrete or thick brick walls, the system is179
not able to properly operate.180

IV.181

7 Conclusion182

In this work, a system for crowd monitoring in urban areas based on electromagnetic spectrum analysis has183
been presented and experimentally assessed in real scenarios. The user number is monitored by analyzing the184
electromagnetic spectrum with a spectrum analyzer, a high gain directive logperiodic antenna (LPDA), and a185
suitable linear regression model. The obtained results demonstrated the effectiveness and potentialities of such186
a system, which can be useful to monitoring crowed areas, to assess the pervasiveness of different mobile phone187
companies for commercial statistics, and also to help in manage the emergency due to the COVID-19 trying to188
limit gatherings in public areas such as squares, airports, supermarkets, bus and train stations. 1 2 3189

1© 2021 Global Journals
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Figure 1: Fig. 1 :
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Figure 2: Fig. 2 :
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Figure 3: Fig. 3 :
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Figure 4: Fig. 4 :
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Figure 5: Table 2 :Fig. 5 :
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Figure 6: Fig. 6 :
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Figure 7: Fig. 7 :Fig. 8 :
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Figure 9: Fig. 9 :
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Figure 10: Fig. 10 :
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Figure 11: Fig. 11 :

1

Freq. [MHz] Band Number Standard
800 20 4G
900 8 2G/3G
1500 32 4G
1800 3 2G/4G
2100 1 3G/4G
2600 7/38 4G
III.

Figure 12: Table 1 :
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